Abstract. It is shown that the obvious generalization of the Pettis integral of a multifunction obtained by replacing the Lebesgue integrability of the support functions by the Kurzweil-Henstock integrability, produces an integral which can be described -in case of multifunctions with (weakly) compact convex values -in terms of the Pettis set-valued integral.
Introduction
There is abundant literature dealing with Bochner and Pettis integration of Banach space-valued multifunctions (see El Amri and Hess [5] for further references) of several types. In particular, quite recently Ziat [17, 18] and El Amri and Hess [5] presented a nice characterization of Pettis integrable multifunctions having as their values convex weakly compact subsets of a Banach space.
The definitions of such integrals involve in some way the Lebesgue integrability of the support functions. The theory of integration introduced by Lebesgue at the beginning of the twentieth century is a powerful tool which, perhaps because of its abstract character, does not have the intuitive appeal of the Riemann integral. Besides, as Lebesgue himself observed in his thesis [15] , his integral does not integrate all unbounded derivatives and so it does not provide a solution for the problem of primitives, i.e. for the problem of recovering a function from its derivative. Moreover the Lebesgue theory does not cover nonabsolutely convergent integrals. In 1957 Kurzweil [14] and, independently, in 1963 Henstock [9] , by a simple modification of Riemann's method, gave a new definition of integral, which is more general than that of Lebesgue. The Kurzweil-Henstock integral retains the intuitive appeal of the Riemann definition, and, at the same time, has the power of Lebesgue's one. Moreover it integrates all derivatives. In the last thirty years the theory of nonabsolute integrals has gone on considerably and the researches in this field are still active and far to be complete (for a survey on the subject, we refer to [1] ). This is the motivation to consider, also in case of multifunctions, the KurzweilHenstock integral for real valued functions. In this paper, in particular, we study the obvious generalization of the Pettis integral of a multifunction obtained by replacing the Lebesgue integrability of the support functions by the Kurzweil-Henstock integrability (we call such an integral Kurzweil-Henstock-Pettis). In Theorem 1 we prove a surprising and unexpected characterization of the new integral in terms of the Pettis integral: the Kurzweil-Henstock-Pettis integral is in some way a translation of the Pettis integral.
In case of measurable multifunctions with convex weakly compact values, the Pettis integrability of the selections is a necessary and sufficient condition for the Pettis integrability of the multifunction. We show that a similar characterization holds true also in case of the Kurzweil-Henstock-Pettis integrability of multifunctions. 
Basic Facts
for each δ-fine partition { (I 1 , t 1 ) It is useful to recall some basic results in the theory of real valued KH-integrable functions. The proofs can be found, for example, in [8] .
